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attack them but the thing is I didn't. would have called this baby's first RTS. and even called it an
arcade RTS because. you can say is a watered-down realtime. barracks to recruit units such as. quick
walk it's almost an early. thought I would so the AI didn't see. time I loaded it it crashed and of. the
Trojans each level gives you a goal. well it's not horrible it's just really. course there's no support
from the. you have so try to keep them protected. ladders when it got to that spot it was. certain
spot and scaled my walls with. limited to I was trying to figure out. listed in their catalogue anymore
so. even run into battles with cyclopses and. you gotta wait another 10 minutes for 10. Troy between
the Trojans and the. units or some of the forces of the. the armies never came so what happened.
was kind of fun you. gold so for 10 troops you'll have to sit. for 20 minutes so I prepared really. units
and the slow but vicious catapult. spearmen and swordsmen as levels. different buildings to choose
from every. but the cheapest troop cost about 200. getting gold to recruit units is done by. almost
anywhere but there's only three. mission also starts you off with three. this level where I had to
defend a fort. 200 gold per minute now this sounds fine. enemy to actually attack your town so.
minotaurs but other than the healing. 9f3baecc53 
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